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This gorgeous purple crystal can relieve stress and help you
to hone your inner strength. It can help you tune into your

intuition & find inner peace. This crystal clears away
negative energy whilst also attracting positive energy   

This oceanic coloured crystal protects travellers. It is great
for support whilst learning/ studying. It is great to help

with communication. It can bring a sense of calm, & help
you to see your inner truth. 

Abalone
 The shell of a marine mollusc. Beautiful colours are

produced from the minerals inside. Great for Letting go of
emotion, relax & love. Can be used during smudging to

catch ash and put out the burning sage. 

The luckiest crystal. It's great to use to support you during
your manifestation rituals. It brings wealth & prosperity.

Keep one with you always.

Amethyst

Aquamarine

Aventurine
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The best crystal to have around you to ease anxiety &
stress. The calming colour creates a sense of soothing &
helps you to relax. Especially great to centre you during

meditation. 

This crystal is amazing for communication and allowing
your voice to speak freely & calmly.   

Black Tourma;line
This crystal is the most powerful for protection. It can get

rid of negative energy around you. It can clear energy
blockages in your body 

This crystal can help you communicate with your angels
& higher realms of existence. It can boost your mood, &
relieve sad thoughts. There is an uplifting energy emitted

from this crystal.

Blue Calcite

Blue Lace Agate

Celestite
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The rainbow of crystals. Available in yellow, blue, purple,
green, clear, pink & black. This crystal can help you focus

and restore balance in a chaotic situation. 

This crystal can support your set intentions.  It amplfies
your goals and dreams that you set for yourself.  This

crystal raises the energy of every other crystal it comes
into close range of. 

Citrine
A great crystal for abundance, manifestaion and creating
happiness. Keep this crystal as a source of light through

lifes dark times. It holds only good energy inside and can
help you navigate the stormy times. 

A sacred resin thats burned to cleanse your space and
provide protection

Clear Quartz

Fluorite

Frankinscence
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This crystal helps with awareness and discovering your
truth. It can help you gain insights into areas of your life

you seek help with. 

This crystal connects you to the light source that helps you
become more aware in life and harness the power to

guide you towards your destiny. It can increase the power
of your own personal energy.  

Jade
This crystal is used to create and manifest abundance,

wealth and big goals in your life. It can help you to break
through limiting beliefs that may be holding you back

from attaining your dreamlife.  

The moonstone is heavily connected to the energy of the
moon. It supports creativity, insight, intuition and

wisdom. It can bring good luck to a family and their
home. 

Labradorite

Lapis Lazuli

Moonstone
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This stone can bring peace and clarity to your life.  It has
cleansing powers that can remove negative energy from

your surroundings.  

This crystal is your supportive crystal to open your heart to
all kinds of love on this planet. Love to yourself, family,

friends, a lover, animals and even to strangers. This crystal
can help you to boost self-esteem and confidence too. 

Rhodochrosite
These crystals support you on your journey towards self

love and acceptance. It can help you to gain courage in life
and ease stress. If you have been through a lot of

emotional trauma this crystal can help you through that
tough time.

This stone helps to detoxify the body and cleanse the
body, mind and spirit. 

Rose Quartz

Selenite

Shungite
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This stone can help you to see the positive in a situation
that may seem hopeless. It can help you with confidence,

strength, will and intuition.

This crystal can help your creative juices flow and guide
you towards inspiration and ideas. It can bring confidence

and good communication into your life. It can sharpen
your intuition skills too. 

Smokey Quartz
This crystal helps to stablise energies and helps with

grounding. It can support you with  tough emotions like
jealousy, anger, fear and stress.

It deflects negative energies and helps to remove blocks
in your body/life.

Sodalite

Tigers Eye

Tourmalinated Quartz
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